COMMUNICOLOGY
VIENNA MODULES 2022
The study of common
key factors in change work

The education is a pedagogic training with integrated
learning and will be held in English by the founders of
Communicology: Jorunn Sjøbakken and Truls Fleiner.
Fall Modules 2022
04.11. – 09.11. Module I
11.11. – 16.11. Module III
18.11. – 23.11. Module PED

Spring Modules 2023
03.03 - 08.03. Module II
10.03 - 15.03. Module IV
17.03 - 22.03. Module Flter

Location
Hotel Altstadt, Kirchengasse 41, 1070 Vienna
Price per Person and Module
1150,- Euros incl. all fees, 3-course lunch and coffee breaks
Accommodation is to be booked separately - special rates at Hotel Altstadt are available.
Deadline for Registration 6 Week prior to each module
Institute of Communicology: www.communicology.com
Questions & booking: Shirin Hornecker, +43 (0) 699 19029214, shirin@goodgamecoach.at

What is Communicology?
Literally translated, Communicology means the
study of "what is common" (in Change processes
and Communication).
It is a meta-discipline (meta = "about")
-> it is a discipline that studies, compares and
classifies knowledge from other disciplines.
Communicology provides you with a common
language, terminology and toolbox, -> the key factors
in communication and change work which are 100%
interdisciplinary applicable.

How is the education conducted?
The combination of interactive teaching, working in
groups, involving all your senses, personal experiences,
physical movements and practical application creates
an intense and systemic learning experience.
All learnings will be integrated and will be
applicable immediately in your field of work and
life.

What is the difference to other educations?
Avoid being overwhelmed by decisions on what
certification, method, technique or approach to do next
and learn the basics and the keys of successful
change work.
In addition, you will strengthen the competence in your
field and get a better and more profound understanding
about the elements which lead to quality
performance. You can put everything right into use.

"We are forever grateful for what Jorunn and
Truls, and the discipline of Communicology has
taught us. Communicology has had a strong
influence in our growth as coaches and our
development as human beings."
Pia Nilsson & Lynn Marriott
Golf Professionals, Co-Founders VISION54
Hall of Fame Golf Coaches

